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Five mindset trends persistent among Japanese in the noughties

While people intensify selections and concentration efforts in their consumption, they are 
increasingly seeking to restore a sense of “security” and “self-confidence.” 

Strategic Planning Group R&D, arms of I&S BBDO Inc. (Tokyo, Japan), conducted the “National 
Consumer Value Research 2009,” the ninth of the annual research series, in May 2009, targeting 
3,000 men and women aged 18-69 across Japan. We subsequently compiled trends of Japanese 
consumers during 2000 – 2009, or the noughties of the 21st century, based on our past nine 
researches, “Trading Up / Trading Down Japan,” we released in October 2009 and the trends of 
the first half of 2010. 

Five mindset trends persistent in the noughties

From the National Consumer Value Research, conducted throughout the noughties, we have found 
the following five mindset trends: “desire for stability and security,” “loss of self-confidence,” 
“attention to the potential for future,” “return to one’s identity,” and “expectation for people-
friendly, caring society.” 

During the noughties, even before the Lehman Collapse of 2008, we did not see very high scores 
for life satisfaction. Yet, a year after the Lehman Collapse, we saw even more intensified “loss of 
self-confidence,” “desire for stability and security,” and further advanced selections and 
concentration efforts of consumption. 

People will increasingly seek to regain “security” and “self-confidence”

(six needs / ten directions) (six needs / ten directions) 

We referred to the six needs sought by Japanese people following the loss of “security and self-
confidence,” in our “Trading Up / Trading Down Japan” of October 2009. In addition we have 
compiled ten directions that we believe will be increasingly sought based on our analysis of the 
noughties and the latest trends. We intend to use these needs and directions in our proposals of 
values to drive new consumption and also as frames to develop campaigns.



(Needs) (Directions)
Retreat Revised

Remade
Trust Wired

Synchronized
E t Rit lEncouragement Ritual
Accomplishment Easy

Aggressive
Indulgence Smart
Hope Thrilled

Innovative

[Outline of the survey]

Survey target: Survey target: 
Total 2,500 samples of men and women individuals aged 18-69
(* In 2001-2008, surveys covered 3,000 samples across Japan) 

Survey method: Visit and deposit questionnaire (answers filled in by respondents) 
Survey areas: Across Japan (seven major city zones)
Survey period: May 2009

Contact: 
Aya Miyashita, PR Director of I&S BBDO
Tel: 81-3-6221-8523 / E-mail: prdiv@isbbdo.co.jp



Japanese Consumers 
in the “Noughties”g

- Based on the findings of  the 9th National Consumer Value Research 2009 (CoVAR) -
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Foreword

Starting in 2001, 
“CoVaR®： I&S BBDO National Consumer Value Research 

marked its 9th publication in May 2009. 

In these nine years
Japan has witnessed a significant change in the political landscape, 

from the launch of the LDP’s Koizumi “regulatory reform” administration,
to the landmark power shift to the DPJ.p

In the economy, on top of lingering business slumps
Japan has been further hit by the Lehman Collapse of 2008

followed by a deepening deflation.

In this latest report
we attempt to overviewwe attempt to overview

how Japanese people, or Japanese consumers, 
have been leading their lives in the noughties, or the first nine years of the 21st century.

We have also examined consumers’ mindsets in 2009, 
a year after the historic Lehman Collapse,

as well as explored the prospects of the next decade.
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１．Mindsets and Trends of Japanese People in the Noughties

01 F d ith f t ti d i ti J l ki01. Faced with frustration and anxieties, Japanese are looking 
for “non-materialistic sources of reliance” and “monetary 
security,” a mindset that is seen consistently throughout 
the noughties. 

02 Japanese tend to have more spare time when feeling they02. Japanese tend to have more spare time when feeling they 
are in a business slump and have less such time when not 
feeling so.

03. Looking back at 2000-2009, we note five points as 
evidence of the change in people’s mindsets for living andevidence of the change in people s mindsets for living and 
values:

“Search for stability and security”
“Loss of self-confidence”
“N t f t ti l f f t ”“Note for potential for future”
“Return to one’s identity”
“Expectation for a people-friendly, caring 

society” 01
Throughout the noughtiesThroughout the noughties, 

Japanese have been consistently seeking 
“non-materialistic sources of reliance” and “monetary security” in their daily lives

* Average of 51% of people were satisfied with their life:
• Average of 19% of people felt optimistic for the year ahead
• And people’s living bases are being shaken
keeping them in a state of frustration and anxiety

Level of “satisfaction with life” is 51% as the 9-year average; low was 49% in 2008; and high was 52% in 2001. It was y g ; ; g
50% in 2009.  Level of “optimism for the year ahead” is 18.7% on average; low was 18% in 2008 and 2003; and high 
was 22% in 2005. 
⇒Half were not satisfied with their current life; 80% were not optimistic for the year ahead. Both tendencies 
persisted throughout 2000-2009.
While materialistic contentment was high, the low tendency of economic/non-materialistic contentment remained 
unchanged. 

Also persistent are tendencies to emphasize non-materialistic aspects, i.e. “life with non-materialistic 
comfortability” “cherishing of ties with people” and “caring hearts cannot be replaced by money.” Contrasting 
beliefs also increased –money and statuses can increase non-materialistic comfortability  which can contradict
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beliefs also increased –money and statuses can increase non-materialistic comfortability, which can contradict
views to “live in one’s own space, with less priority for status or property.” Also throughout the noughties, we see a 
tendency of greater interest in “economy” than in “politics” ⇒ The Lehman Collapse has brought little change to 
life values – people continue to seek both “non-materialistic” and “economic” values.



When strongly sensing a business slump
Japanese feel that they have more spare time, 
while their basic evaluations of life are lowered. 
* Amount of spare time serves as an economic barometer

02

p
In 2008, the scores for the basic life evaluations decreased, except for the item “my life allows 
for spare time,” which increased. But in 2009, these turned around -- the basic life evaluations 
increased except for “my life allows for spare time.” These moves are in contrast to the moves of the 
level of life satisfaction; optimism for the year ahead; and other life evaluations.
In BBDO’s global survey of 2009 covering 15 countries “Trading Up / Trading Down,” countries 
other than Japan showed decreasing scores for  the  level of life satisfaction and other items. This 
suggests a tendency that the stronger people sense a business slump, the less they feel their lives 
allow for spare time. A possible reasoning behind this is: people tend to work longer hours in a 
business slump as they are being afraid of being laid off  business slump as they are being afraid of being laid off. 
In contrast in Japan, when people sense a business slump, their work loads are decreased and 
forced “service” overtime work is shortened, too. This is considered to allow Japanese more 
spare time, resulting in a different tendency from other countries. 
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Change of life values in the noughties

Desire for stability and security
Loss of self-confidence

Attention to the potential for future
Return to one’s identity

Expectation for a people-friendly, caring society
1. Desire for stability and security: people focused on being “average, common, on par,” and avoided risk of 

taking up challenges (for globalization leadership and other events of life)taking up challenges (for globalization, leadership and other events of life).
2 Loss of self-confidence: an increased tendency to avoid efforts for strict self-discipline or to achieve what 

is unbeatable by others.
3. Potential for future: an increased tendency to prepare for the future instead of enjoying the present.

4. Return to one’s identity: an increased tendency to value what makes the identity of “Japanese” and 
“oneself (experiences)” such as one’s nationality, birth place, living habits and rituals, and educational 
background.

5. Expectation for a people-friendly, caring society: “gratitude” is chosen as the 
favorite word for three straight years, underpinning a rising sense to evaluate the 
society to be people-friendly and caring
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society to be people-friendly and caring.
* We interpret this as rising expectations, including dreams, for a people-friendly, 

caring society. 



2.  A year after the Lehman Collapse: consumer behaviors in 
2009

01 Scores of major life01.  Scores of major life 
evaluations are lower in ‘08,  
before the Lehman Collapse, 
than in ‘09. Japanese 
appear to be strongly 
affected by direct economicaffected by direct economic 
damage and rising 
expenses as a result of
soaring oil prices that drive 
up gasoline costs and other 
daily expendituresdaily expenditures.

02.  In post-Lehman-Collapse 
2009, consumers could no 
longer defend themselves 
merely by “downsizing” 
consumption like they had 
sought throughout the 
noughties. So they began to 
select and concentrate 
consumption (selected 
prioritizations in terms of 
living expenditure)

03.  After the Lehman Collapse, p ,
Japanese changed their life
values, which is 
characterized by the further 
loss of “stability and 
security” and “self-secu y a d se
confidence,” plus an 
increased desire and 
expectations for a “people-
friendly and caring society6
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During the noughties,g g ,
scores for life satisfaction, etc. ranked lowest 

in 2008, the eve of the Lehman Collapse. 

The scores increased marginally in 2009.

Japanese were hit harder by direct increases 
of expenditure due to soaring prices of oil and 
other items, rather than by lower income due 

to sluggish business. 
(Highlight of survey findings)

“L l f lif ti f ti ” di d b l h lf t 49 1% th•“Level of life satisfaction” dived below half to 49.1%, the 
lowest in the nine years

(50.1% in ‘09)
•“Materialistic ease of living” and “economic ease of living” both 

fell sharply in 2008 year on year. 
•“Non-materialistic ease of living” and “economic affordability” 

slightly fell / changed little in 2008 year on year. 
The score for “my life in the year ahead will be better than it is 

now” fell 1.7 points in 2008 from the previous year.
All six items above to evaluate basic living rose in 2009. 

(Environment of 2008)
The sharp rise in crude oil futures prices, that had begun in 

2007, already reached 
the $100 mark in Jan. 2008, followed by sporadic rallies $ , y p

through July. 
(peaking on July 14 at $147.27/barrel)

In Japan, too, the hike in oil prices was reflected in fuel 
surcharges imposed on the aviation industry. 

Furthermore, virtually all prices increased, centered around 
living necessity items. 

The media vigorously reported consumers’ defense effortsThe media vigorously reported consumers  defense efforts
such as decreased consumption and less driving. 

(Immediate impact on real economy)
We estimate that the financial crisis triggered by the Lehman 

Collapse in ’08 had lessened impacts in Japan 
due to the time lag created by a high level of the savings ratio 

among Japanese and also due to deflationamong Japanese and also due to deflation.
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In 2009, consumers could no longer , g
defend themselves by evenly downsizing 
living expenses. They were forced to 
“select and concentrate” certain types of 
consumption to identify which categories 
should be kept from slashingp g
on the minimum basis. 

(Highlight of survey findings)
When answers from ‘04 and ’09 are compared, scores of 
“items that I want to spend more money on” decreased 
across the board, but at the same time “items that I don’t 
want to spend more money on” decreased unanimously, 
too, suggesting people tried to oppress expenditure 
overwhelmingly.

Shift from overall expenditure control to 
an even downsizing in every aspect of living, by shrinking 
and containing living expenditureg g p

When answers from 2008 and 2009 are compared, only 
scores for “health maintenance” increased in “items I 
want to spend more money on,” while scores in the 
traditionally high scoring leisure and socializing expenses 
were lower (i.e. these expenses were decreased). 
Only “eating out” increased its score in “items that I don’tOnly eating out  increased its score in items that I don t
want spend more money on,” while high-scoring 
communication, pet, car-related expenditure were lower 
(i.e. no more restraint possible).

People apparently felt they had reached the limit of 
their downsizing efforts and began to clearly differentiate 
items to concentrate money on from those otherwiseitems to concentrate money on, from those otherwise.
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In 2009, after the Lehman Collapse, , p ,
Japanese people’s life values

remarkably strengthen tendencies to 
“seek stability and security”

“expect a people-friendly and caring society,”
and “lose self-confidence.”

Also in 2009, we see weakening tendencies to 
“return to one’s identity” and

“pay attention to the potential of future,”
both of which had been prevalent throughout the noughties

(Highlight of survey findings)

Three tendencies became even more remarkable from ‘08 to ‘09 –
“desire for stability and security,” “expectations for a people-friendly and caring 

society” and “loss of self-confidence.”

“Pursuit for stability and security”：y y
“I want to lead an average, ordinary life” △ 2.5%

“I want to keep everything to a moderate extent”△ 0.5%

“Expectation for a caring society”：
“I feel the society is people-friendly for the elderly”△ 6.3%

“I feel the society has humanly warmth and kindness”△ 3.2%
“I want to spend my life while contributing to my local community”△ 1 0%I want to spend my life while contributing to my local community △ 1.0%

“Loss of self-confidence”：
“I want to take on challenges, unafraid of risks”▼ 1.8%

“I want to live strictly disciplining myself”▼ 0.8%

In ‘09, we observe weakening tendencies of
“returning to one’s identity” and “paying attention to the potential of future”returning to one s identity  and paying attention to the potential of future

“Return to one’s identity”：
“I am proud of being Japanese”▼ 1.1%

“I am proud of the place where I grew up”▼ 0.7%

“Attention to the potential of future”：
“I t t j t lif th th i f f t ”▼ 0 1%“I want to enjoy my current life rather than preparing for future”▼ 0.1%

“In this society, I spend all my energy to lead my daily life, 
rather than to design my future” △3.1%
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3.  BBDO’s Links with Social Insights

I&S BBDO released “Trading Up / Trading Down” in October 2009, pointing out that 
Japanese had lost the “sense of security” and “confidence in themselves,” and had
begun to seek the unmet needs to resolve/regain these senses. 
Now, CoVaR2009 has again confirmed this very loss of “sense of security” and 
“confidence in themselves.”

Retreat To avoid failures and select ensured goods and services, people want to be 
shown evidence and guarantees, such as their own experiences, what they have shared g , p , y
with their families and friends, and what the society at large has acknowledged as 
worthwhile throughout times. 
Trust People want to make sound choices by referring to and empathizing with 
reputations and opinions of friends and opinion leaders in the community. 
Encouragement  To survive their “daily races,” people want to prepare themselves in 
various ways to maintain their morale and to continue to take on challenges. 
Accomplishment In their adverse living conditions people want to feel a concreteAccomplishment  In their adverse living conditions, people want to feel  a concrete 
sense of achievement in verifiable ways and thereby confirm themselves as being 
“competent.” 
Indulgence Due to the stressful nature of society, people want to 
praise and reward themselves once in awhile for their hard work. 
Hope People want to contribute to good deeds 
for their children, for the planet earth
and for the distant futureand for the distant future. 

What Japanese lost 
after the Lehman 
Collapse
(2008 - 09)

Retreat
Trust

What Japanese 
began to seek
(2009 - 10)Encouragement

Hope

Self-Confidence

Security
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Accomplishment

Indulgence

Self Confidence



4. Comparison of Changes in Expenditure, Frequencies 
and Time Spent in the Past Half a Year (User-base)

Eating out 

Source: I&S BBDO TUTD-Survey #1&#2 

g
further decreased

Dining at home
further increased

Education costs
continued to risecontinued to rise

Low-cost clothing
increasingly favored

Decreased by many 
people a year after 
Lehman Collapse

Increased by many people
a year after Lehman 

Collapse

(Further decreased)
Family restaurants

(Decrease stopped )
Imported food materials

Decreased by 
many people 
half  year after 
Lehman Collapse

y
Fast food

p

Intensified further decrease:Intensified further decrease:

•• Rental of CD/DVD/video Rental of CD/DVD/video 
softwaresoftware

•• DonationsDonations
•• Expenditure for family Expenditure for family 

Turned around to increaseTurned around to increase：：

•• Favor for lowFavor for low--priced priced 
baby itemsbaby items
•• Work exceeding one’s Work exceeding one’s 
assigned territoryassigned territory

(Increase peaked)
Domestic food materials
Drug store purchases

(Further increase)
Fast fashion

p yp y
leisureleisure

•• Time spent with childrenTime spent with children

assigned territoryassigned territory
•• Health foodHealth food

Intensified further increaseIntensified further increase：：

Increased by 
many people 
half year after 
Lehman Collapse

Turned around to Turned around to 
increaseincrease：：

•• Power, heat and waterPower, heat and water
•• PetPet--related itemsrelated items
•• Public transportation Public transportation 
faresfares

Di i b h l f ilDi i b h l f il

•• Children’s education costsChildren’s education costs
•• Use of credit card Use of credit card 

campaign informationcampaign information
•• Foot trafficFoot traffic
•• Opportunity to review Opportunity to review 

future life plansfuture life plans
Di i t hDi i t h
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•• Dining by whole familyDining by whole family •• Dining at homeDining at home



5. Life Mindset a Year after Lehman Collapse (weighted 
average scores)

Source: I&S BBDO TUTD-Survey #2 

While materialistically 
abundant, 

the society remains
a psychologically

0.5

0

1-1

-0.5

Japan today is 
an economically 

0.5

0

1-1

-0.5

Japan today is 
a materialistically

0.5

0

1-1

-0.5

Japan today is 
a psychologically a psychologically 

difficult place 
to live in

y
easy place to live 

y
easy place to live 

p y g y
easy place to live 

0 0 0

Economic prospect is
gloomy, with

more serious desire 
for self-confidence 

and security

0.5

1-1

-0.5

I think business will
further deteriorate 

in 2010

0.5

1-1

-0.5

I want to
regain my

self-confidence

0.5

1-1

-0.5

I want myself 
and my family
to live with

f i d

1.5

Anxieties over
unemployment

0.5

0
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-0.5 0.5

0

11

-0.5 0.5

0

11

-0.5

peace of mind

remain; 
future not
optimistic

1-1
I am 

at risk for/afraid of 
losing my current
position or job

1-1
I am confident I will
find a new position
after losing my job

1-1
I am optimistic
for the future

Preference for low 
prices now evident
plus risk-aversion
is intensified
in consumer

0.5

0

1-1

-0.5

When shopping
I carefully

0.5

0

1-1

-0.5

When shopping
I look for

0.5

0

1-1

-0.5

I avoid risk of 
buyingin consumer 

behaviors
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I carefully
compare and screen

items

I look for
high-quality 
items

buying
items that
I don't know 
about



6. Japan and its Major Phenomena in the First Half of 2010

Please refer to the “Slide12 pdf”Please refer to the Slide12.pdf .
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7. Needs Forecast 2010→2011

Directions
increasingly

sought 
in future

(2010-11)

What Japanese lost
after Lehman 

Collapse
(2008-09)

Synchronized

Revised

Remade

Wired

Security

RetreatTrust

Ritual

Innovative

Self-ConfidenceEncouragement Hope

Thrilled

Ritual

Accomplishment Indulgence

Smart
Easy

Aggressive

What Japanese
began to seek

(2009 10)
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(2009-10)



Directions increasingly sought in future：
(6 Needs, 10 Directions)

［Retreat］
→Revised I want to recall good times and feel secure in nostalgia
→Remade I want the feel of the good old days in today’s context

［Trust］［Trust］
→Wired I want to link with a network and expand myself

→Synchronized I want to share time, place and topics with others

［Encouragement］
→Ritual I want to have my own ritual (ritual-like habit) to inspire→Ritual I want to have my own ritual (ritual like habit) to inspire

myself

［Accomplishment］
→Easy I want to comfortably achieve my goals, slowly at my own 

pacepace
→Aggressive I want to feel (express) a sense of being aggressive

［Indulgence］
→Smart If I reward myself, I want to do it in a smart way

［Hope］
→Thrilled I want to feel thrilled in ways to connect myself to  hope

→Innovative  I want to enjoy (follow up)  the fun of new 
technologies
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Outline of Survey

■Covered areas Seven major city zones across Japan
■R d t M l d f l i di id l f l bli d 18 69■Respondents Male and female individuals of general public, aged 18-69 

(excluding high school students)
■Survey method Visit and deposit questionnaire/answers filled in by 

respondents
■Sample size 2,500 samples (effective collection base)
* Allotted based on the population and gender/age ratios of covered areas
■Survey period May 2009

** From 2001 to 2008, the survey was conducted with 3,000 
samples nationwide. 

TUTD-Survey #1 was conducted from May 29 to June 1, 2009 and
TUTD-Survey #2  was conducted from November 27 to November 30, 2009,
both via Internet, 
targeting 600 men and women in their 20s to 60s in the Tokyo metropolitan area. 
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